We investigate electric-field induced redshifts of photoluminescence from individual single-walled carbon nanotubes. The shifts scale quadratically with field, while measurements with different excitation powers and energies show that effects from heating and relaxation pathways are small. We attribute the shifts to the Stark effect, and characterize nanotubes with different chiralities. By taking into account exciton binding energies for air-suspended tubes, we find that theoretical predictions are in quantitative agreement.
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and spectral diffusion at low temperatures 10, 11 have also been attributed to the Stark effect. These experiments, however, have been performed on ensembles of nanotubes, [4] [5] [6] without well-defined electric fields, [8] [9] [10] [11] or on nanotubes with unknown chirality, 4,7 making quantitative analysis difficult.
Here we investigate field-induced redshifts of E 11 exciton emission in chirality-assigned individual SWCNTs. Photoluminescence (PL) spectra of air-suspended nanotubes within field-effect transistor structures are collected under an application of symmetric bias voltages on source and drain contacts, revealing redshifts that scale quadratically with electric field. We find that the shifts do not depend much on excitation power or energy, ruling out effects from heating or relaxation pathways. Attributing the redshifts to the Stark effect, we have also performed measurements on different chiralities, and a reasonable agreement with theoretical predictions 2 is obtained by considering exciton binding energies for airsuspended tubes. Analysis using the total field rather than the longitudinal component shows more consistency, suggesting that transverse fields induce shifts of similar magnitude.
Our field-effect transistors with suspended nanotubes 12 are fabricated from Si substrates with 1-µm-thick oxide [ Fig. 1(a) ]. Electron beam lithography is performed to pattern trenches with widths ranging from 1.0 to 1.7 µm, and an inductively coupled plasma etcher using CHF 3 gas is used to form 500-nm-deep trenches into the oxide layer. Another electron-beam a) Author to whom correspence should be addressed. Electronic mail: ykato@sogo.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp lithography step defines the electrode patterns, and we deposit Ti (3 nm) and Pt (45 nm) using an electron beam evaporator with a base pressure of 1 × 10 −4 Pa. Following a lift-off process for the contacts, catalyst windows near the trenches are patterned with a third electron beam lithography step. Catalyst solution for nanotube growth is prepared by ultrasonicating 5 mg of cobalt(II) acetate tetrahydrate and 25 mg of fumed silica in 10.0 g of ethanol, and then we spin coat and lift off the catalyst. Finally, we perform chemical vapor deposition to synthesize single-walled carbon nanotubes. 13, 14 The samples are placed in a quartz tube furnace and heated in dry air while the temperature is ramped up to 700
• C over 12 min. After pumping out the dry air, the quartz tube is filled by Ar with 3% H 2 , and the temperature in the furnace is elevated to 800
• C. Ethanol is introduced as a carbon source by bubbling the carrier gas for 10 min.
The devices are characterized with a confocal micro-PL system optimized for detection of nanotube emission. [15] [16] [17] An output of a wavelength tunable Ti:sapphire laser is focused onto the sample by an objective lens with a numerical aperture of 0.8 and a working distance of 3.4 mm. PL is collected through a confocal pinhole corresponding to an aperture with 5.4 µm diameter at the sample image plane. An InGaAs photodiode array and a spectrometer with a spectral resolution of ∼ 1 meV are used to detect PL from nanotubes. We utilize an automated three-dimensional translation stage with a travel range of ±10 mm and a resolution of 50 nm to take PL images and to find the nanotube positions. PL excitation spectroscopy is performed to determine the chiralities of individual SWCNTs using tabulated data for air-suspended tubes. 18 The nanotube length can be calculated from the width of the trench and the tube angle obtained from laser polarization dependence of PL.
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Simultaneous PL and photocurrent (PC) measurements are performed in the presence of electric field using two dc source meters. 12 We ground the Si substrate and apply symmetric bias voltages between the source and drain contacts in order to avoid PL quenching caused by carrier-induced Auger recombination. 19, 20 The longitudinal component of electric field F is obtained by dividing the applied voltage with the tube length. We average the current with the excitation laser on the sample while a spectrum is taken, and then a background spectrum and a dark current are collected after blocking the laser with a shutter. The PL spectrum is obtained by taking the difference of the two spectra. All measurements are done in air at room temperature.
Figure 1(b) shows PL spectra taken with longitudinal electric fields F = 0 and 15 V/µm on a (10,6) nanotube under excitation at the E 22 resonance and a power P = 10 µW. The emission peak with F = 15 V/µm shows a redshift as well as a reduction of intensity compared to F = 0 V/µm. To investigate such a behavior in detail, we have measured the field dependence of PL spectra from 0 to 15 V/µm [ Fig. 1(c) ]. The peak position, width, and area are extracted by fitting the spectra with a Lorentzian function, and we obtain good fits as shown in Fig. 1(b) . Such fits have been performed for all of the spectra in Fig. 1 (c) in order to quantitatively characterize the field dependence.
In Fig. 2 , we plot the electric field dependence of emission energy, linewidth, peak area, and current. The PL peak area decreases with increasing field as photocarriers flow into the contacts. 12 We note that only those devices that show PC larger than 0.3 nA are investigated here. If PC is small, it is likely that the nanotube has a bad contact to the electrodes, and the bias voltage can act as an effective gate. It is important to avoid such devices as unintentional electrostatic doping can occur, which is known to cause blueshifts.
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The emission energy [ Fig. 2(a) ] shows a quadratic redshift on the electric field, as expected from the Stark effect.
2 The redshifts, however, could result from a rise in temperature 21 caused by Joule heating, as there exists a current flowing in the tube [ Fig. 2(d) ]. Such a heating effect can be quantified from the linewidth broadening [ Fig. 2(b) ]. In the case of F = 15 V/µm, the tube temperature increase is estimated to be ∼32 K by using a coefficient of 0.023 meV/K.
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We further consider whether the estimated rise in the temperature is reasonable. By solving a heat conduction equation in one dimension with a fixed temperature at the ends, we obtain a temperature increase of 2 K at the center of the tube for F = 15 V/µm, assuming uniform Joule heating and a thermal conductivity of 3600 W/(K m). 23 A contact thermal resistance of 490 K m/W can explain the remainder of the temperature increase for a contact length of 1 µm, and this value is within the range observed for multi-walled nanotubes on Pt. 24 Considering that the temperature estimate from the linewidth is justifiable, the field-induced redshift of more than 3 meV is difficult to explain by heating as we only expect 1 meV or smaller redshifts for such a temperature increase.
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In order to directly rule out the heating-induced redshifts, we have investigated the electric-field dependence of the emission energy at different excitation powers [ Fig. 3(a) ]. Because PC increases proportional to the excitation power, 12 the Joule heating changes by a factor of four for P = 5 µW and 20 µW. Any temperature-induced effects should show up as power dependent shifts, but we do not observe much difference, confirming that the thermal effects are limited.
Measurements at different excitation energies have also been performed [ Fig. 3(b) ], and the electric-field dependence shows similar quadratic behaviors for excitation at the E 12 , E 1 11 , and E 2 11 states. 25 These results show that relaxation pathways from the excited states to the E 11 state do not influence the shifts of the emission energy, and that the redshifts are the intrinsic response of the E 11 excitons under electric fields. We therefore attribute the redshift to the Stark effect, and to characterize the strength of the effect, the data are fit to
where δE 11 is the redshift and K is a constant. Reasonable fits are obtained as shown in Fig. 3 (a) and 3(b) using a single value of K = 15.3 µeV µm 2 /V 2 . Nanotubes with different chiralities have also been investigated [ Fig. 3(c) ]. All of the tubes show redshifts that increase quadratically with electric fields, but the amounts of the shifts are different. The values of K obtained for the eight tubes measured are plotted as a function of the tube diameter d [dots in Fig. 3(d) ]. The diameter dependence of the Stark effect is expected to be
where κ b is a unitless constant, e is the electronic charge, and E b = 0.66/d eV is the exciton binding energy for airsuspended nanotubes. 25 The thin line in Fig. 3(d) shows the fit to the data using Eq. 2. We obtain κ b = 5.4, which is comparable to the theoretical values ranging from 3.0 to 4.2 in Ref. 2, although the data has a large scatter. In particular, of the four (8,7) nanotubes we have measured, one shows a relatively large K. It turns out that this nanotube is suspended at an angle of 37
• with respect to the trench. Since the electric field is established between the source and drain contacts, this tube is at a large angle with the field. If transverse fields can also induce Stark shifts, 4,7 it may explain the deviation as the analysis so far only considered the longitudinal component.
When we replot the data using the total field [crosses in Fig. 3(d) ] as opposed to the longitudinal field, we find that K of the four (8,7) tubes falls within ±9%. In addition, κ b = 4.6 is obtained [thick line in Fig. 3(d) ], which is closer to the theoretical values. Although the data still show some deviations from Eq. 2, our results are in reasonable agreement as the calculations also find chilarity dependent κ b that can differ by ±17%.
With the reasonable agreement with theory, we can estimate the exciton dissociation time under the experimental conditions. The dissociation rate can be written as
where α = 4.1 is a constant and F 0 is the dissociation field. b , we estimate F 0 = 595 V/µm for an air-suspended (10,6) tube by scaling for E b = 600 meV. The dissociation timeh/Γ, whereh is the Planck constant, is longer than 1 s for the highest applied field of 15 V/µm, and as the lifetime of E 11 excitons is much less than 1 ns, 26 we do not expect E 11 exciton dissociation at these fields.
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In summary, we have investigated the redshifts of PL emission from individual air-suspended SWCNTs caused by electric fields. Since the shifts are quadratic in field and not dependent on excitation power or energy, they are attributed to the Stark effect. By performing measurements on different chiralities, we have shown that the shifts are in quantitative agreement with theoretical calculations. The results on tubes at large angles with the field suggest that transverse fields may be causing Stark shifts of similar magnitude. As the estimated dissociation rates are negligible, it should be possible to achieve wider control of emission wavelength in stronger fields or larger diameter tubes.
